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FIXING INSTRUCTIONS - SUSPENDED WIRES 

PS4: Aluminium ’snap’ frames fixed to suspended wires 

1. Mark the required positions of 

the wire top fixings on the ceil-
ing. 

The table on page 3 shows the 

wire centres required for the  
different standard sizes of  

poster holders.  
 

For ceiling-fixed wires with no 

floor fixing, skip to step 3 

2. Use a plumb line to mark the 
bottom fixings vertically below 

the top fixings, then check that 

these are the same distance 
apart as the ceiling positions. 

 

For each wire: 

3. Fix the brass inner top fixing to 

the ceiling in its marked position 

using appropriate fixings (not 

supplied).    

4. Screw the outer top fixing, with 

the crimped end of the cable  

inside, on to the inner top 
fixing. 
 

For ceiling-fixed wires with no 

floor fixing, skip to step 8 

5. Unscrew the bottom fixing and 
screw the outer sleeve to the 

floor using an appropriate fixing 

(not supplied). 

6. Loosen the brass bush at the  
bottom of the wire by partly  

unscrewing the grub screw (using 

the allen key supplied), so that 
the bush can slide up the wire. 

7. Pull the wire taut, then position 

the brass bush so that the top of 
the bush is in line with the top of 

the outer sleeve of the wire  

bottom fixing (screwed to the 

floor). 

8. (Repeat steps 3 - 7 until all wires 

have been fitted). 

Screw into ceiling using appropriate fixings for ceiling material  
(fixings not supplied) 

NOTE that all weight of a suspended display is supported by the top 
fixings, which therefore need to be firm fixings into a substantial ceiling. 

Grubscrew 
(M4x4) 

Wire  
(1.5mm steel 

rope) 

Wire top 
fixing - 

outer cover 

Wire top 
fixing - 

inner piece
(brass) 

Tensioning 
spring 

Retaining bush 
(brass) 

Wire bottom 
fixing - 

outer sleeve 

Wire bottom 
fixing - 

inner  

Screw into floor using appropriate fixings for floor material  
(fixings not supplied) 

NOTE that the bottom fixing, where present, anchors the display, but does 
not support any of its weight 

 
Crimp 
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FIXING INSTRUCTIONS - SUSPENDED SNAP FRAMES 

PS4: Aluminium ’snap’ frames fixed to suspended wires 

‘SNAP’ FRAME 

SIZE 

A4 
landscape 

A3 
portrait 

A3  
landscape 

A2  
portrait 

A2  
landscape 

A1  
portrait 

A1  
landscape 

A0  
portrait 

CENTRES FOR 

WIRES 
331mm 454mm 628mm 875mm 

A4 
portrait 

 

WIRE CENTRES FOR SUSPENDED SNAP FRAMES 

FIX HOLDERS TO WIRES: 

 

Each ’snap’ frame is fitted with four brass 

‘bosses’ on the reverse.  
 

1. Use the allen key provided to remove the 

grub screws from the narrower slot in 

each wire-fix support stud, so that the 

wires will be able to slide into these. 

2. Loosen the other grub screws in the  

support studs, so that they will fit over the 

brass bosses. 

3. Place the support studs in position over 
the brass bosses, with the narrow slots 

(designed to fit on to the wires) running 

vertically, then re-tighten the grub screws 

to hold the studs in position. 

4. For each snap frame, hold it in position 

against the wires and loosely fix in place—

this is done by replacing and tightening 

the grub screws in the wire slots of the 

fixings, once they have been positioned on 
the wires.  They should only be held  

loosely in position. 

5. Slide each snap frame to its required  

position, loosening grub screws a little if 
necessary, then tighten the fixings firmly 

on to one of the wires. 

6. Use a spirit level to ensure that the frame 

is horizontal, then fix in position by  
tightening the grub screws on the other 

side. 

Support stud: 

double-sided display 

Support stud: 

single-sided display 


